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An isolated area from high in the Mendocino National Forest in the north down to Lake Berryessa in the south
is being considered for designation as a national conservation area.

Out of the 436,077 acres proposed for the area known as Berryessa Snow Mountain, 42,190 acres are located in
Glenn County. The proposed area also includes land in Colusa, Lake, Yolo, Napa, Mendocino and Solano
counties.

Creating the area would allow various federal agencies to work together, such as the U.S. Forest Service,
Bureau of Reclamation and Bureau of Land Management, said Vallerye Anderson, campaign and outreach
director for Tuleyome, a Woodland-based nonprofit organization that seeks to preserve the Northern California
inner Coast Range and western Sacramento Valley.

A designation does not have any impact on property rights, nor does it affect legal activities within the area,
including off-highway vehicle areas and hunting, she added.

Anderson said the main change that would occur if Congress eventually creates a national conservation area is it
would prevent any new mining or energy development.

She said the community will be able to give input through a public advisory committee.

Snow Mountain is already a nationally-designated wilderness area in the Mendocino National Forest, as
designated by the Northern California Coastal Wild Heritage Wilderness Act in 2006.

Glenn, Colusa and Lake counties all meet at the top of the mountain, which stands at more than 7,000 feet.

Ryan Henson, senior conservation director for California Wilderness Coalition, said this offers the area
protection as well as opportunities for recreation, but a national conservation area would expand this area and
include other federal lands.

Henson said the soil on the mountain is made of serpentine, which is bluish-green and naturally has mercury
and asbestos in it. This makes it inhabitable for many plants. However, Henson said there are plants on the
mountain that grow nowhere else.

Tuleyome and other environmental groups have led a campaign for a national conservation area, which would
be determined by Congress.

Henson said organizations behind the movement for a national conservation area are trying to gather support
from Congressman Mike Thompson, D-St. Helena, to introduce a bill to Congress. Henson added that
Thompson is considering doing a bill with just his district, which includes Lake, Napa and Mendocino counties,
as well as part of Yolo County. Thompson's district has the most acreage in the proposal at 270,125 acres.

This would not include Glenn, Colusa and Solano counties and the other part of Yolo County, which are in two
separate districts. But support is still being sought from Congressmen Wally Herger, R-Chico, and Dan
Lungren, R-Gold River, as well as from the Central Valley communities that would be affected.



A document from the Department of the Interior leaked in February listed areas being considered to become
national monuments, including Berryessa Snow Mountain. This has brought more notice to the movement for a
national conservation area.

Areas can be classified as national monuments with just President Barack Obama's signature, without
congressional approval.

The power to approve national monuments comes from the Antiquities Act of 1906, which was passed in order
to declare unprotected areas as protected before being impacted by development.

Herger, along with several other California representatives, introduced legislation that would require
congressional approval for new national monuments to be created in California.

There are economic opportunities for the communities that are the gateways to the proposed national
conservation area, such as Winters and Clearlake, Anderson said. The city of Winters has endorsed the
proposal. There is more support from some of the supervisors in Yolo and Lake counties. These counties have
more people and could influence whether Berryessa Snow Mountain Conservation Area becomes a reality.

Glenn County has less than 10 percent of land in the proposed area, but it has some "very unique habitat,"
Anderson said.

"Glenn County's a very integral piece to the whole proposal," she said.

But Glenn County Supervisor Steve Soeth of District 3, which includes the proposed area in the county, said he
does not see the economic benefits or other benefits. He and the other supervisors do not support the measure
and neither do supervisors in neighboring Colusa County.

"We're a county of 29,000 people and our voice is not very loud," Soeth said, referring to Glenn County.
"Things are implemented and done that are not in the best interest for the voices they affect."

Soeth said his constituents do not support the measure. Part of it has to do with property rights, as people are
concerned about restrictions a national conservation area could bring to private property. He said a large part of
the opposition is that the Mendocino National Forest is already protected by the Forest Service and a wilderness
area.

"From the small county, rural, ag perspective, it's when you got ground that is already protected and in times
when budgets are the way they are, why put more layers there?" Soeth said. "I think that's part of the frustration
is people looking to regulate when there isn't need for regulation."

There have been issues raised that Berryessa Snow Mountain could be threatened by urban sprawl, which Soeth
said is not the case. It is not necessarily a place for tourism either, at least within the Glenn County boundaries,
because it is mountainous.

The Family Water Alliance, a Maxwell-based organization for the protection of private property rights and
agriculture in California, also opposes the proposed national conservation area.


